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Recently, Walterscheid et al. (1987) have described a dynamical-chemical model of wave-driven fluctuations in the OH nightglow which incorporated a five-reaction photochemical schemeand the dynamics
of linearized acoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal, motionless atmosphere. The intensity oscillation

(61) about the time-averagedintensity(Io) and the temperatureoscillation(6T) about the time-averaged
temperature(To) were related by means of the complex ratio •/= (6I/Io)/(6T/To). One of the main
conclusionsof their work was that the inclusion of dynamical effects is absolutely essentialfor a valid
assessment
of •/ at any wave period. In this paper the model of Walterscheidet al. (1987) is modified to

includein the gravitywavedynamicsthe effectsof eddy viscosity,eddy thermalconduction,and Coriolis
force(with the shallow atmosphereapproximation),and calculationsare performedfor the samenominal
caseas usedby thesepreviousauthors(i.e., 2,, - 100 km and atmosphericconditionspertinentto 83 km
altitude), but only gravity wave periods are considered.It is found that for wave periods greater than
some 2 or 3 hours the value of •/ is greatly modified by the inclusion of eddy thermal conduction.
Although when acting alone the eddy viscosity is relatively unimportant, it significantly modifies the
results when acting in conjunction with the eddy thermal conduction. The inclusion of the Coriolis force
is found to be insignificantat any wave period. Although it is for the longest-periodwavesthat the values
of •/are most modified by the inclusion of dissipation,this dissipationmay be severeenough to place an
observationalconstraint on such waves. Results of Walterscheid et al. (1987) suggestthat •/is virtually
independentof horizontal wavelength(•.,,),but it is indicated here that the inclusion of dissipationis
likely to make •/highly dependenton •.,, and to complicatecomparisonswhich have been made between
observationand theory. The effectsof varying the Prandtl number are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic-gravity waves upset the chemical equilibrium in
the upper mesosphere,thus modulating the emissionintensity
of the hydroxyl (OH) nightglow. These wavesare also responsible for fluctuations in kinetic temperature which, due to the
high collisionfrequencyin the mesosphereand the consequent
maintenanceof local thermodynamicequilibrium, can be measured in the rotational temperature of the OH emissions.A
useful parameter was introduced by Krassovsky [1972] to
relate the oscillation in intensity (61) to that in the rotational
temperature (6T), and is given by

rl =--(6I/Io)/(6T/T o)
where a zero subscript refers to the undisturbed variable. This
parameter was shown by Walterscheid et al. [1987] to be a
complex quantity depending on wave period, height of the
OH emission layer, and the value of the atomic oxygen scale
height. Measurements of the magnitude and phase of r/ have
been made by Hecht et al. [1987] for gravity waves and by
Sivjee et al., [1987] for a gravity wave and possibly also a
semidiurnal pseudotide(a phenomenon discussedby Walterscheidet al. [1986]).
A recent comprehensivemodel to describe fluctuations in
the OH nightglow has been presented by Walterscheid et al.
[1987]. This model included ••Lt
-•----: .........
• as • • as the dynamics
of acoustic-gravity waves, and importantly, the model was an
Eulerian one. However, the dynamics used the most basic
acoustic-gravity wave theory of Hines [1960] and took no
account of either the Earth's rotation or of dissipation,effects
Copyright 1988 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 7A9188.
0148-0227/88/007A-9188505.00

which are likely to be important for some waves in the mesosphere (see,for example, papers by Ebel [1984], Fritts [1984],
Walterscheid [1981], and Weinstock [1984], all of which describe dissipative effects on gravity wave dynamics in the
mesosphere,and Smith et al. [1986], whose observation of an
inertiogravity wave demonstrated the importance of the Coriolis force on some gravity waves in the mesosphere).Note,
however, that Walterscheid and Schubert [1987] extended this
model to include tidal dynamics by using the tidal equation
and the equivalent depths of the various tidal modes, so that
the Coriolis force was implicitly included in that particular
analysis.
Here the model of Walterscheid et al. [1987] is modified so
that the dynamics include the effects of both eddy thermal
conduction and viscosity as well as the Coriolis force, which is
included using the shallow atmosphere approximation. The
basic equations used to accomplish this along with the underlying assumptions,as well as the modified dispersionequation, can be found in the work by Hickey and Cole [1987].
Comparisons are performed both with and without these
added effects (in various combinations) for the nominal case
which was studied by Walterscheidet al. [1987], which corresponds to an emission altitude of 83 km and a horizontal
wavelength of 100 km. For this particular wavelength the results are found to be unaffected by the inclusion of the Coriolis force at any wave period and so are not included here,
though the Coriolis terms are still retained in the equations.
THEORY

The theory and model formalism used here follows very
closelythat of Walterscheidet al. [1987], and so only the main
features of this model will be described here. For completeness,however, most of their equations will be included.

The chemicalreactionsdescribingthe production and loss
4O77
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include the dynamical effectsof internal gravity waves propagatingin a viscous,thermally conductingand rotating (though
Formula
windless)isothermal atmosphere. For this purpose the equations
and notation of Hickey and Cole [1987] are employed,
1.0 x 10- 34exp (510/T)cm6/s
4 x 10- l l, cm3/s
neglectingthe effectsof ion drag. The Coriolis force is includ1.4 x 10- 10exp ( - 470/T),cm3/s ed using the shallow atmosphereapproximation (see Hickey
2.1 x 10-32 exp (290/T),cm6/s
and Cole [1987] for an explanation of the validity of this). One
4 x 10- ll cm3/s

TABLE 1. Expressionsfor the ReactionRates in Table 2
Reaction

Rate

k2
k•0
kl•
From Winick [1983].

of OH

are

H + 0 3--• OH + 0 2

(k9)

(1)

O + HO 2--• OH + 0 2

(k•l)

(2)

O + OH--• 0 2 + H

(k7)

(3)

O + 0 2 + M--• 0 3 + M

(k2)

(4)

H + 0 2 + M--• HO 2 + M

(klo)

(5)

c•t

dno
dz

w -- noV. v

ico•
= •- •-'•-z • - noV'
•e

In this case the nondimensional equations of momentum, continuity, and energy become (after first using the ideal gas equation to eliminate the pressure)

T 0 (10)
({p
-1r/')a
1--ict?
1nt-V/'(K
--3i00v0
+__
,6+•=
Po To
dI -- --ic•-lt•l

(11)

r/'(tc+ 2icz)a
I + [r/'(4R -- 1) -- fi']v•1 + K •

+ (K -- icz)

po

= 0
(12)

a• + (K -- ic•)• a• +K•

=

(13)

Po

{i 1

T

•--vR
y-•)

•
To

(14)

where p is mass density, v is zonal velocity, and the velocity
componentshave been nondimensionalizedby multiplication
of kx/co,e.g.,a• = kxa/co.
Also,

4>= 3r/'R-- fi'
k, + (i/2H)

R = K2 -- io•tc
+ 1
1

(7)

where cois the wave angular frequencyand k,, is the horizontal
wave number. Substitution of (7) into (6) then yields
dno

(9)

Po

(6)

where z is altitude, w the vertical component of velocity, and
• and Za are the volumetric production and loss rates, respectively, of the minor constitutents by chemical reactions (these
chemical production and loss terms are listed in Table 2.).
Unsubscripted variables refer to the wave, while those subscripted with a zero refer to the unperturbed basic state. Note
that there are five equations of the form of (6) to describe the
time evolution of n(OH), n(O3), n(H), n(O), and n(HO2). If the
perturbations are due to plane waves propagating in the x-z
plane (x is the horizontal coordinate), then one may write

(n, T, v, .--)= [rt(z),•(z), •(z),.--] expi (cot- kxx)

-- - --, •, T ocexp (1/2H -- ikz)z
no

Here molecular oxygen and M(O 2 + N2) are assumedto be
part of the background major gas. The reaction rates indicated in (1)-(5) are given in Table 1.
The continuity equation is used to determine the number
density n of any of the minor species,each of which is assumed
to have the same temperature T and velocity v as the background major gas. Linearization of this equation yields
c•n
- • -- Za

of the effects of viscosity and thermal conduction is to dissipate wave energy, and hence at times they will be collectively
termed "the effectsof dissipation."
Without loss of generality, phase propagation is assumedto
be in the meridional (x) direction. The basic altitude dependenceof wave variablesappearingin (7) is written as

(8)

Internal gravity wave theory is used to relate •, V. •, and

•2

fi'- qHk•
2
V•

io•

•'- 3p
ø

iATokx
2

fw

•Po

gHkx2

(15)

f = 2fl sin 0

•i(M) to •. The analysisnow departsfrom that of Walterscheid et al. [1987]. Instead of employing the simplified gravity
wave equations of Hines [1960], the theory is extended to

TABLE

2.

Here H is the pressurescale height, P0 is the unperturbed
pressure,g is the accelerationdue to gravity, k• is the complex

Rates of Volumetric Production • and Loss 5• of Minor Constituents by the Chemical
Reactions of (1)-(5)

Minor

Species

OH
O3
H
0
HO2

k9n(H)n(O3) + k I ln(O)n(HO2)
k2n(O)n(O2)n(M)
k7n(O)n(OH)

kion(H)n(O2)n(M)

k7n(O)n(OH)
k9n(H)n(O3)
k9n(H)n(O3) + klon(H)n(O2)n(M)
n(O){k7n(OH)+ k2n(O2)n(M)+ klln(HO2)}
kl jn(O)n(HO2)

HICKEY'
GRAVITY
WAVEDYNAMICS
IN OH NIGHTGLOW
FLUCTUATIONS
TABLE 3.

verticalwavenumber,it is the coefficient
of (eddy)viscosity,
2
is thecoefficient
of (eddy)thermalconduction,
f is the Coriolis

Basic State Atmospheric Structure

•1dno•
-•

parameter,
0 isthelatitude,
andf• (= 7.29x 10-5s-•) isthe
Earth'sangularfrequency.
The verticalwavenumbercanbe
obtainedfromuseof the quarticdispersion
equationof Hickey
and Cole [1987].

The form of the energyequation(14) adoptedhere with

4079

Constituent

no, m

Scale
Height
=km- [,n-•-•J'

-3

O
H

2.46 X 1016
2.43 X 10TM

03

6.28 x
1.23 x
2.37 x
4.98 x

eddythermalconduction
replacing
molecular
thermalconduc- HO2

-- 2.8
-- 8.62

10TM
10•
10TM
1019

6.52
1.55
5.5
5.5

tion is, accordingto Schoeberl
et al. [1983], physicallymean- M(O2+ N2)
ingfulonlywhenit describes
the transportof potentialtem- 02
perature,
andis sufficiently
accurate
whenformulated
in terms
After Winick[1983].For an altitudeof 83 km in the nightside
of the temperature
if the verticalwavenumberof the disturmodelatmosphereof Winick[1983].
bance[Re (k.,)]is large,i.e.,[Re (kz)]> 1/H. Asit transpires,
the effectsof the eddythermalconductionare mostimportant
for wavesof short verticalwavelength,so that the useof eddy
thermal conductionin equation (14) to describethe transport

of temperatureis a good approximationto be usedin this
study.

To obtainV-• in termsof •/T o, onecan simplyusethe

while the value of Krassovsky'sratio, r/, is determinedfrom

rl--iI-••/•o
--{•9no(H)lq(O
3)
-k•9no(O
3)•(H)
•' nø(H)nø(O3)
+•9(470•
•,To
,]•oo
+k•no(O)n(HO2)

energyequation(14), which gives(rememberingthat • =
kx•/coandnotingthat c•/c•z
= -ikx•c)

V.rv
=f•To

+kllno(HO2)•(O)}'f[-•9no(H

(16)

where

+ kl lno(O)no(HO2)]

_ 1
f•=iw{vR
(7--1)}

(24)

(17)

where the overbar denotes a time average. Equation (24) can
be derived from Tables 1 and 2 by assumingthat the OH

To obtainboth• andt3/p
o in termsof 7•/To,oneneedsto

nightglowintensityis directlyproportionalto the production

solvethe set of equations(10)-(14).The processinvolvedis

rate of excited OH. The matrices appearing in equation (23)

quite straightforwardand leadsto

aregivenin Appendix2 of Walterscheid
et al. [1987].

½ =f2 •/ro
+

f2 =

(18)
1)-

(x2 -- i•x 3)

fi/t9o-- f3 •/To

(19)

RESULTS

Equation(23) was solvedusinga numericalmatrix inver-

(20) sionalgorithm,and thenthe • solutionvectorfor the perturbation number densitiesof the minor constituentswas used in

f3--{i•x•
+x2[vR(9-1)-1]}
(io•x3 - x 2)

(21)equation(24)to obtaina valueof r/. The nominalbasicstate
atmospheric
parameters
givenin Table3 aretakenfromWal-

terscheidet al. [1987] but are apparentlyfirst due to Winick
[1983]. Other atmospheric
parameterstaken from the same
sources
are 7 = 1.4(the usualratio of specificheats),TO- 188

x• = (is -- tc)(•p
-- c2•p
- l) + 3i•r/'
x2 = --r/'2(tc- 3i•)(tc+ 2i•)

kJ kg-• K-• (thegascon(22) K, g=9.8 m s-•, Rgas=0.287
stant),/• = 0.21 (the mixingratio of molecularoxygenwith
X3 -- K((p-- C2(p
- 1)__2i•r/'
respectto M), and H(O)---2.8 km (atomicoxygenscale
parameters
correspond
to an altiNote that whenv = 0,f• asgivenhereis effectively
equivalent height).Theseatmospheric
+ [rf(4R- I)--F](4>- c24>
-• + rt')

to that of Walterscheidet al. [1987] and Walterscheidand

Schubert[1987] but is in a much simplifiedform. Without

tude of maximum OH emission of about 83 km. As in the

work by Walterscheid
et al. [1987], all resultsare normalized

to •/T o,i.e.,•/T o = 1.
atmospheric
rotationor dissipation
(i.e.,c = v--r/'= 0) the withrespect
For all calculationsinvolvingthe Coriolis forcethe latitude
dynamical
factors
f•,f2, andf3 givenin (17),(19),and(21)are
was taken to be 90ø so that an upper bound for this effectwas
numericallyequivalentto thoseof Walterscheid
et al. [1987],
givenin theirequations
(A1),(A2),and(A3).(Notethat their used.In spiteof this,its inclusionwasfoundto haveverylittle

equation
forf2 contains
anerroneous
H in theC2/7Htermof

influenceon the overall resultsfor this particular study at any

waveperiod.Thuswhilethe theorydeveloped
hereallowsfor
thedenominator
whichshouldbereplaced
by
the inclusionof the Coriolis force,it is not incorporatedin the
The system
of fiveequations
of theformof (8)for theminor
present
results.
Suchinclusion
will bedeferred
to a laterstudy.
species
OH, 03, H, O, andHO 2 cannowbe writtenas

The kinematic
eddyviscosity
wastakento be 200m2 s-•,

[•(OH)
1
[5x 5matrix]
!a(H) I =[5 x lmatrix]

/

[ff(HO2)
/

which is not an unreasonable value to use in this altitude

region[Hocking,1985]but whichis higherthanthe recently

(23) inferred value of 37 m2 s-1

obtained by Gardner and Voelz

[1987] from lidar observations
of gravitywavesin the nighttime sodiumlayer.It is, however,well belowvaluesof 800-
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Fig. 1. (a) Real and (b) imaginaryparts of the verticalwave number(k=)versusperiod calculatedwithout dissipation
(solid curve), with viscosity(dotted curve), with thermal conduction (dashed curve), and with both viscosityand thermal

conduction(dashed-dotted
curve).Without dissipation,Im (k=)- O.The solidline in Figure lb showsthe valueof 1/2H.

8000 m2 s-1 for the enhancededdydiffusioncoefficient,which transition from evanescenceto propagation occursat a period
of 428.7 s (7.15 min), and so only periods greater than this are
considered.For all of the resultspresentedhere the effectsof
chemistryare always included.Also, all of the resultspresented will be comparisonsbetweenthoseresultingfrom the useof
[1975],
i.e.,it = %it/2,where
cv(= 7gH/(7
-- 1)To)
isthespecif-the model of Walterscheid et al. [1987] and those from the
ic heat at constantpressure.From a value of total densityof further inclusion of either eddy viscosity,eddy thermal con1.1 x 10-5 kg m-3 one can deducethat It = 2.2 x 10-3 kg duction, or both of thesetogether.
Both the real and the imaginary parts of the vertical wave
m- 1 s- z and hencethat it = 1.1kg m s- 3 K- z.
Results are confined to include only internal gravity waves number k. are shown as functions of wave period in Figure 1.
having upward energypropagation.A broad range of internal The solid curve in Figure la is calculated using the dissigravity wave periodsis considered,but all resultspertain to a pationlessdispersionequation of Hines [1960], as was done
horizontal wavelength of 100 km. For this wavelengthand for by Walterscheidet al. [1987]. The other curves in this figure
the values of atmospheric parameters considered here the correspondto the inclusion of dissipation in the dispersion

were inferred from observationsof breaking gravity waves in
both the OH and Na layers by Myrabo et al. [1987]. The
coefficientof eddy thermal conductivity was calculated using
the same relationship as used by Richmondand Matsushita
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the dynamical factorf• versusperiod, calculatedwithout dissipation(solid
curve), with thermal conduction (dashed curve), and with both viscosity and thermal conduction (dashed-dottedcurve).
The case of includingviscosityalone is not shown, sinceit has no effect on f•. In Figure 2b the phase of f• without

dissipationis -90 ø(ft is purelyimaginary).

equation, using the dispersion equation given by Hickey and

Cole [1987]. Negativevaluesof Re (k=)correspondto upward
energy propagation. One notices that the inclusion of dissipation becomes increasingly important at the longer wave
periods (i.e., for the slower moving waves), as found by Richmond [1978] in a study of thermosphericgravity wave dissipation. One also notices that the dissipation has the effect of
increasing (decreasing)the magnitude of the vertical wavelength (wave number), as found by Klosterrneyer[1972]. The
imaginary part of the vertical wave number is shown in Figure
lb. In the absenceof any dissipationit is preciselyzero, and
this case correspondsto that of Walterscheid et al. [1987].
With dissipationit is negative,implying an energy loss in the

direction of energy propagation. Once again one notices the
increasing importance of dissipation at the longer wave
periods. The solid line in this Figure lb shows the 1/2H term
which appears in equation (9). In the absence of dissipation
the wave velocity amplitude grows with altitude as exp (z/2H),
but dissipation suppressesthis growth, particularly at the long
wave periods. At periods greater than some 5000 s (1.4 hours)
the wave amplitudes will be decreasing with increasing altitude due to the dominance of Im (k=) over 1/2H in the exponential in equation (9).
The magnitude and phase of the dynamical factor f• are
shown in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. Without dissipation
the magnitude of f• decreaseslinearly with increasing wave
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Fig. 3. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the dynamical factor f2 versusperiod, calculatedwithout dissipation(solid
curve), with viscosity (dotted curve), with thermal conduction (dashed curve), and with both viscosity and thermal
conduction(dashed-dottedcurve).In Figure 3a the caseof viscosityalone is indistinguishablefrom the dissipationlesscase.

period (Figure 2a). This result is unaffectedby the inclusionof duction the phase approaches -135 ø at long wave periods
viscosity.However,f• is significantlyaffectedby the inclusion (Figure 2b), while the further inclusionof viscosityseesthe
of thermal conduction at periods greater than some 5000 s. phaseapproachapproximately--119 ø.
Both the magnitude(Figure 3a) and the phase(Figure 3b) of
The reason for this is that coyis independent of co, while R
increasesslowly at long periods. Hence at long periods the f2 are relativelyunaffectedby the inclusionof the viscosity
first term in (17) dominates. Now, with the further inclusion of only. They are both modifiedat long periodsby the inclusion
viscosity, the resultant magnitude of fx at long periods is of thermal conduction and are modified again by the further
smaller than that obtained with only thermal conduction in- inclusionof viscosity.With both thermal conductionand viscluded.

This

is because

the vertical

wave

number

is smaller

with both dissipative mechanisms operating, resulting in
smaller values of both R and fx. In the absenceof thermal
conduction,f• is purely imaginary, so that its phase is constant and equal to -90 ø. With the inclusion of thermal con-

cosityoperating,the magnitudeof f2 is increasedseveral-fold
at long periods,while the phaseoff2 approachesabout - 118ø
at long periodscomparedto the dissipationless
valueof -90 ø.
The magnitudeoff3 (Figure4a) is only slightlymodifiedby
the inclusion of dissipation.In the absenceof dissipationit
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Fig. 4. As in Figure 3 but for the dynamicalfactorf3-

approaches a value of unity at long periods, while with both
thermal conduction and viscosity included it approaches a

periods,and all are affectedin much the sameway. The largest
modifications occur for r•(OH)/n0(OH), the magnitude of

value of about 1.05. The phase of f3 (Figure 4b) is also not which is shown in Figure 5a. It is increased by a factor of
significantly affected by the inclusion of dissipation. At long about 35 at long periods by the inclusion of thermal conducperiods it approachesa value closeto - 180¸ in the absenceof tion and viscosity.The phase of •i(OH)/n0(OH ) is shown in
dissipation and about -175 ¸ with both dissipative mecha- Figure 5b. At long periods it is reduced by more than 90¸ by
nisms included. Thus the perturbation number density re- the inclusionof dissipation.The values of •i/no for the other
mains in antiphase with the perturbation temperature at long minor speciesare not shown here but are summarized in the
periods. This must be compared with the velocity divergence long-period limit in Table 4.
Figures 6a and 6b show the amplitude and phase of r/,
and vertical velocity, both of which lag the temperature by an
increased amount due to the inclusion of the thermal conducrespectively.With both thermal conduction and viscosity intion (and modified further by the viscosity),significantly so at cluded the magnitude of r/begins to depart from its nondissipative value at periods greater than some 6000 s (1.7 hours).
the long wave periods,as evidencedby the phasesoff• and
The values of A/no for each of the minor constituentsare At the very longest periods it exceedsthe latter by a factor of
significantlyaffectedby the inclusionof dissipationat long about 20 (I,•l • 1.2 without dissipation and 21.2 with dissi-
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•/T o = 1' no dissipation
(solidcurve),with viscosity
(dottedcurve),with thermalconduction
(dashed
curve),and with
both viscosityand thermal conduction (dashed-dottedcurve).

pation). A change in the phase of r/ due to the inclusion of
dissipation is apparent at periods of 3000 s (50 min). At a
period of 10,000 s (2.8 hours) the dissipationlessvalue of the
phase of r/leads that with dissipation included by more than
30ø. In the long-period limit the phaseof r/without dissipation
is 34.7ø, while that with dissipationis only 0.8ø. It is clear that
one of the effects of dissipation is to bring the OH intensity
fluctuations more into phase with the temperature fluctuations. It is also apparent that the phase of r/is more sensitive
to the inclusion of dissipation than is the magnitude of r/ at
periods when the dissipationjust beginsto becomeimportant
(i.e., periods of 3000-7000 s).

TABLE 4. Values of the Amplitude I•/nol and PhaseX of the
Fractional Density Perturbationsof the Minor Constituentsin

the Long-Period
Limit (105/s)
I•/nol

I•/nol*

OH

3.1

03

6.4

34.4

H
O

4.7
8.3

44
72

HO2

5.7

62.7

*Value

obtained

and viscosity.

105

with the inclusion

X, deg
92.6

X,* deg
- 5.6

174

134

0
16

- 28.7
10

- 156
of both thermal

- 80.5
conduction
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from the dissipationlesscaseand is only just discernablein Figure 6b at long periods.

DISCUSSION

The modification of the theory of Walterscheidet al. [19873
to include the effectsof dissipation due to both eddy thermal
conduction and viscosity(the effect of Coriolis force was also
included in the theoretical developmentbut was found to be
unimportant for a wave with a 100-km horizontal wavelength), as presentedhere, has certain implications regarding
OH observationsand their interpretation. One of the effectsof
dissipation is to reduce wave amplitudes, more so with increasingaltitude. From Figure lb it is apparent that the dissipation is more severe at the longer wave periods, since IIm
(k=)lis greatestthere. At the very short wave periodsthe wave

amplitudeswill be growingase:/2Hwith increasing
altitude.In
between,at periodswherethe Im (k=)curveintersectsthe 1/2H
line (i.e., where 1/2H + Im (k=)• 0), the waves are experiencinga zero amplitudegrowth and have in fact reachedtheir

maximumamplitudes.Hencetheseare the Waveswhich are
the most likely to be observed. (This and subsequent discussion takes no account of wave saturation or nonlinear effects,a subjectwhich has been reviewedby Fritts [1984].) At
longer wave periods the waves are experiencingseveredissipation, and their amplitudesare thus decreasingwith increasing altitude. It is quite obvious,then, that theselonger-period
wavesmust have already achievedtheir maximum amplitudes
and that this must have occurred at the lower atmospheric
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levels where the dissipation rates are smaller. Becauseof this,
the very longest period waves would not usually be easily
discernableamong the other waves which are present,so that
one may be able to observevery large valuesof I•l (seeFigure
6a) only under extraordinary observingconditions.The generation efficiency of such waves by various sourcesis a subject
not dealt with here but will quite obviously be a factor for any
such wave observations

also.

In the present study, results have been presented for a

Prandtlnumberof 2 (Pr = lucp/2,
where/•is the coefficient
of
viscosity,
•. is the coefficient
of thermalconduction,
and % is
the specific heat at constant pressure),but results to be presented elsewhere (M.P. Hickey, NASA contract report, in
preparation, 1988) have investigated the consequencesof increasing the Prandtl number to 10 either by increasing the
eddy viscosity by a factor of 5 or by decreasing the eddy
thermal conduction by a factor of 5. Increasing the eddy viscosity by a factor of 5 increasesthe total dissipation so that
zero amplitude growth occursfor periods closer to 3000 s than
the 4000 s in the Pr = 2 case, while I•l begins to depart from
its dissipationlessvalue at about the same period as in the
Pr = 2 case and at the longest periods is reduced some 30%
over its Pr -- 2 value. Decreasing the eddy thermal conduction
by a factor of 5 decreasesthe total dissipation so that zero
amplitude growth occurs for periods close to 4500 s (i.e., at
periods greater than those for the Pr- 2 case), while I•l begins to depart from its dissipationlessvalue at longer periods
(• 8000 s) than those for the Pr = 2 case (• 5000 s) and at the
longest periods is reduced some 60% over its Pr = 2 value.
The overall effects of increasing the Prandtl number from 2 to
10 are thus (1) to decrease the magnitude of r/ at the longest
wave periods (though the associatedvalues of I•l are still significantly greater than their dissipationlesscounterparts) and
(2) to increase the separation between the periods where maximum wave amplitudes are occurring (as defined by the zeroamplitude growth condition) and the periods where modifications to the values of I•l as a consequenceof eddy dissipation are occurring. Thus observations of values of r/which
have been noticeably modified by eddy dissipation are more
likely to be made when the associated Prandtl numbers are
small. Fritts and Dunkerton [1985] have shown that turbulent
Prandtl numbers associatedwith convectively unstable gravity
waves may achieve large values over limited regions of altitude within the mesosphere.This suggeststhat one may find it
more difficult to measure values of r/which have been noticeably modified by eddy dissipation in a more turbulent mesosphere, provided that the increased turbulence is due to convectively unstable gravity waves. Mesospheric turbulence is
strongest at the solstices and weakest at the equinoxes [e.g.,
Garcia and Solomon, 1985-1, so that consequently observed
values of r/may be seasonallydependent.
$ivjee et al. [1987] and Hecht et al. [1987] have compared
observed values of r/ with those obtained using the model of
Walterscheid et al. [1987] for waves of periods of hours or
more. The plausibility of the associationof the observations
with theory was established,and it was found that at times in
order to obtain best agreement between the two it was necessary to assumethat the OH layer peaked at 87 km (and not 83
km), or that the atomic oxygen scale height (H(O)) was different from -2.8 km (either -2.0 km or --4.0 km), or that both
of these assumptionswere required together. The effect of decreasing H(O) is to increase I•l and decrease the phase of r/,
while the effect of raising the emission layer to 87 km is to

decreaseboth I•l and phase of r/(see Figures 5 and 7, respectively, of Walterscheid et al. [1987]). Since the inclusion of
dissipation modifies the value of r/ at periods of hours, as
evidencedin Figures 6a and 6b, it is clear that a true comparison between observation and theory will require, at times, the
inclusion of dissipation.
The behavior of r/ calculated with the inclusion of eddy
dissipation has certain features about it which have been observed in gravity wave driven fluctuations in the OH nightglow at Poker Flat (R. Viereck, private communication, 1987).
These include a general decreasein I•l with increasing wave
period toward a minimum in I•l (which occurs somewhere

between103 and 104 S) and thereafteran increasein I•l with
increasingperiod, and a tendency for the phase of r/to be less
than or equal to 0ø at long periods. This demonstrates the
need to include eddy dissipation in the gravity wave dynamics
in order to properly describethe behavior of r/ at periods of
hours.

The dissipationlesstheory of Walterscheidet al. [1987] also
demonstrated that at gravity wave periods of hours, r/ was
insensitiveto changesin the horizontal wavelength(;•,,)of the
waves (seetheir Figures 4a and 4b). This further simplified any
comparisons which were to be made between observations
and theory (as, for example, in the work by $ivjee et al. [1987]
and Hecht et al. [1987]) becauseit meant that the horizontal
wavelengths of the observed waves did not need to be known
in order to calculate r/from the theoretical model. However, a
quick glance at the thermal conduction parameter v in equa-

tion (15) revealsit to be proportionalto kx2 (i.e.,v oc;•,,-2),
which automaticallyplacesa ;•,,dependenceon the dynamical
factors.f•, .f2, and .f3 and hence also on r/. Results of calculations investigating the dependenceof r/ on ;•,, with the inclusion of dissipation has been presented elsewhere [Hickey,
1988], but it is simply stated here that its inclusion is unlikely
to be very important for horizontal wavelengthsof 1000 km or
more (bearing in mind that the inclusion of viscosity alone
had no significant effect on the results).This implies that one
cannot a priori preclude the effectsof dissipation without first
having someestimateof the horizontal wavelength.This could
be achieved simply by using a system of three spaced spectrometers to make the OH observations or, as was done by
Myrabo et al. [1987], by also making observationsof the Na
layer using a lidar system in order to estimate the vertical
wavelengths,from which limits on the horizontal wavelengths
can be derived.

Walterscheid et al. [1987] find that the linear treatment of
the fluctuation dynamics should remain valid for relative temperature fluctuations approaching 20%. With the inclusion of
dissipation the relative density fluctuations of the minor
speciesare very large at the longest of wave periods, and it
would appear that then the linear treatment may not be valid.
However, at these longest wave periods the dissipation will
limit the magnitude of the temperature fluctuations so that a
linear treatment may still be valid.
The effects of background winds have not been included
here but have been discussedbriefly by Hecht et al. [1987].
The winds will Doppler shift the wave frequencies,increasingly so for the waves of smaller horizontal phasetrace speed
(i.e., for long periods, short horizontal wavelengths).For such

waves,observedvaluesof r/will differ from model predictions
so that at times the effect of winds may need to be included in
the models, and the azimuth of phase propagation as well as
the horizontal wavelengthswill then need to be known. In the
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vicinity of a critical level the winds will cause a Doppler shifting of the wave frequency to a value close to zero, so that in
this instance,large values of r/may be observed.Relative temperature perturbations associatedwith gravity waves increase
in a small region just below a critical level [Bowman et al.,
1980], and becausethe values of r/ calculated here were normalized to the relative temperature perturbations, the relative
intensity perturbations should also increasejust below a critical level.

All of the foregoing theory has assumed the emission to
occur at a single level in the atmosphere, whereas the emission
layer is several kilometers thick. Thus interference between
emissionsfrom different levels will become important for those
waves having vertical wavelengthsless than or comparable to
the thicknessof the emitting layer, as demonstrated by Hines
and Tarasick [-1987] and by G. Schubert and R. L. Walterscheid (Wave-driven fluctuations in OH nightglow from an extended sourceregion, paper submittedto Journal of Geophysical Research,1987). In particular, the study of Schubert and
Walterscheid shows that for short vertical wavelengths,interferenceeffectscausea large reduction in the airglow intensity,
implying an observational bias toward those waves of larger
vertical wavelength. Since the eddy dissipation included here
is most important at the shorter vertical wavelengths (corresponding to the longer periods in Figure 6), the results presented here would be modified further by performing an integration over the whole emitting layer. Likewise, the results of
Schubert and Walterscheid would be modified further by the
inclusion of eddy dissipation becausethe effect of dissipation
at short vertical wavelengthsis to increase the vertical wavelengths over their nondissipative values, thus modifying the
interferenceeffects.Obviously, a complete theory must include
all of these effectstogether in order that a useful comparison
with observations can be performed. Nonetheless, as stated
previously, the observations of R. Viereck (private communication, 1987) show similar characteristicsin r/to those of the
resultspresentedhere.
CONCLUSION
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decreased(l•l will decreasetoo), the probability of observing
the waves will be increased (i.e., as one approaches the wave
period regime where the wavesare achievingmaximum amplitudes), so that there will be times when waves are being observed which have associated with them values of r/ which
have been modified by dissipation.
The inclusion of dissipationin the gravity wave dynamics
effectivelyplaces a strong horizontal wavelengthdependence
on r/ which does not exist in the dissipationlesstheory. This
may have implications regarding comparisons made between
observation and theory and will mean that at times the horizontal wavelengthsof the waves will need to be known. Work
exploring the dependenceof r/ on horizontal wavelength can
be found in the paper by Hickey [1988].
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